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Alright alright thanks for coming My name is Eric Selje. This is a “Don't be a Target,” a talk about what happened at Target and a few other of the data breaches that happened last year. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the picture you see up on the screen right now is not me that means at least one of us in in the wrong room.Told to embellish:TwiiterLinkedInFacebookBlogCo-Author of a bookWe’re going to go over what Target knew when the knew it, what they could have done differently and more importantly what you can do in your business in order to in order to prevent it from happening to your company.
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Presentation Notes
I think it was pretty wise of the conference planners to schedule this session at the end of the day because I bet you're awfully wiped out with Technical talks right now - I know I am. This one is not actually too technical - it’s just a story I’m going to tell.It doesn’t even have to do with SQL Server. But I bet that a lot of you like me may do more in your life than just be a DBA, right? You’re also the email support, the network support, do the A/V, maybe the developer and the webmaster and the “setup the wireless” person. But even if you are just focusing on databases all day long I think you're still pick up a few things out of the session so please stick around.Beer?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me start by telling you the reason I chose this topic is because I think it has so many fascinating aspects as I was reading more and more articles about what happened at Target. Not only how the breach happened, which is pretty interesting in and of itself but alsoHow did they get the malware on thousands of POS systems? How did it get out the door undetected?�What data did they get? How did they get more than just what’s on the card?What do you do with 40 million credit cards?Who buys the stolen data? How much does it cost? What can they do with the data?Why does the U.S. still use these insecure magstripe cards?Lastly I saw that the US government was getting involved with tracking down the culprits I started wondering why was the governments responsibility to track down people who took advantage of weaknesses in private industries way of doing business. For example if I leave the keys in my car and walk away from it unlocked and somebody takes it, can I reasonably expect the police to track down suspect there will be just look at me and Shake their heads.
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So these are the questions I wanted answered to, which is why I proposed this topic. I've had a fascinating time researching these answers although one thing that's been difficult is that the landscape seems to be changing daily.For example a week and a half ago we found out that Target actually knew earlier than they admitted about the data breach.So what did they know and why didn't they do anything about it? 
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Presentation Notes
We will look at all this answers all these questions and hopefully you guys will bring up more questions and we can discuss those as well for this last session of the day. I was at a meeting the other night and we started talking about this stuff and ended up having a great discussion. I hope this works out just as well.
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So what exactly happened at Target?  One thing to note, particularly to this crowd, was the Target breach was NOT a database breach Not in the way that we grow accustomed thinking about them - where someone is able to access the database through some internal vulnerability or finds a copy on a stolen mobile device and is then able to hack at the database to get what they want.Side note: What is the best encryption algorithm for your sensitive data, like passwords in your database? 
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The answer is should not being encrypting your passwords at all!  Best practices say use a hash function which creates a password that’s virtually impossible to decode. And of course you should salt those hashes too so it’s slightly different for every record. This is something you’d think any database person would know, but the Adobe hack from last year was possibly because the passwords were encrypted using a two-way scheme that was easily hacked. Hashing would have helped there. LinkedIn’s breach wasn’t nearly as bad because their passwords were properly salted.
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“RAM Scraping” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The short answer to what happened at Target was malware got installed on each of its POS systems, and that malware used a technique called RAM scraping, which has been around for quite a while - there's some interesting articles from a few of years ago that lay out exactly how to do it. The idea behind RAM scrapers is to exploit the vulnerability that the data has to be decrypted at some point along this path. The malware simply finds that soft white underbelly and inserts itself into the process. With a POS System that decryption happens after the card is swiped by the card reader, but before it is sent off to the credit card processor. The POS program decrypts the card to do some simple validation and these RAM scrapers know where to look in memory that have this decrypted data and save entire blocks of RAM Pages, which are then examined later for patterns of look like credit cards and expiration dates using regular expressions. As a bonus for the thieves, they were able to cull even more Personally Identifiable Information, anything that may have been in the computer’s memory when you swiped your Target customer loyalty card, e.g. like addresses, zip codes, and maybe PINs if you used a debit-type card.
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Presentation Notes
A comment on one of the blog posts while I was researching this paper used a great analogy for RAM scrapers. Say you want to communicate with somebody securely. You write an encrypted message and put it in a sealed envelope. You send the message to the other person, who takes it to a locked office, unseals and opens the envelope, and removes your encrypted message. They transcribe the decrypted messages onto a sheet of paper, read it, shred it or burn it depending on what they have at their disposal - maybe eat it. and then compose an encrypted response. They put that reply into a sealed envelope, wax and everything - state of the art -  and send it back to you. 
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That may seem like it would be a secure way of transmitting the message back-and-forth securely between two people right? But these RAM scrapers are akin to a camera mounted on the ceiling that was filming the author write the decrypted reply on the sheet of paper and uploading those photo back to a 3rd party. They found a vulnerable point and exploited it.The way to stop this is to prevent the camera from being installed in the first place. How did Target not notice there was a camera in their ceiling, so to speak?
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Presentation Notes
Before we going further I just want to make a nod here to PCI compliance which I'm sure you've all heard of. PCI Compliance does not equal security, all right? Until you're actually audited and tested you won’t know if you’re actually secure. Current PCI standards do not require merchants to maintain separate networks for payment and nonpayment operations, which we’ll see in a bit was key to the Target hack. So if Target has their ducks in a row and are vigilant about security…How did this malware get on their systems in the first place? 
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Presentation Notes
It turns out that the culprits got network credentials for a web server at Target from one of Target’s trusted third-party vendors, a company that does a lot of HVAC work for target called Fazio Mechanical Services out of Pennsylvania. I personally have credential to a lot of my ex clients’ servers for Remote Desktop and SQL Server and CPanel. I've advised them to change the password after anybody exits, including me. The way I find out they still work is when I get a a call two years later to help them and I ask for credentials and I receive the same exact ones they gave me two years ago!Or -How many of us have given out credentials to maybe temporary programmers? It's a hassle recreating security credentials all the time isn't it? So we don't always do it and it's completely possible that one of your third-party subcontractor still has a key or passcode door code or other credentials that allow them access to something that they shouldn't have. 
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It’s been revealed now that these cyber criminals got their Target credentials from Fazio by emailing them and thousands of companies spam that contained the trojan horse called Citadel, which is a derivative of Zeus - a password stealing bot. It got installed on one of Fazio's computers and went undetected. One of the reasons it when undetected was because Fazio apparently relied on the free version of Malwarebytes running on its server for all its protection. Now I’m a big fan of Malwarebytes (though the first time I heard of it about 10 years ago I was completley suspicious of the name). It’s a very good product but it is not what you want to be the linchpin of your companies security solution, especially the free version because it does not include real-time scanning. It's license also prohibits it from corporate use. This may give you a little bit of insight into the practices at Fazio Mechanical Services and it only takes one subcontractor to become your weak link.
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Lesson: Know your Scams  

 And share what you know with everybody, 
including your pointy-haired boss. 
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Lesson: Use caution when clicking on links in emails and search results. You guys probably already know this, but does everybody in your  office? It only takes one person to be the weakest link in the chain.Also, don’t rely on free AntiVirus if you’re a million dollar company.



Lesson: Don’t be a Fazio! 

 You are only as secure as your 
subcontractors and or third-party vendors, 
and your clients are only as secure as you 
are!  
 
If you’re a consultant/subcontractor/vendor, 
Don’t be a Fazio.  
 
Keep yourself covered.  
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Lesson: You are only as secure as your subcontractors and or third-party vendors! If you’re a consultant/subcontractor/vendor, don’t be a Fazio. Keep yourself covered.  Secure your credentialsPut expiration dates on any credentials you give ouAudit your logins
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So the bad guys now have credentials to get into an webserver inside Target and it turns out the Target doesn't separate their payment system network from their other segments of the network. They’re somehow able to elevate their user rights and upload stuff to a server. That server is able to access 20,000 POS Systems that have a vulnerability, and voila. Fazio has said that their connection into Target wasn't for remote monitoring of the HVAC but only to do electronic billing contract submission and project management. I don't understand how these things which should essentially be handled with web services could allow a third-party to install malware on point sale systems but there's somewhere here of serious breach of work responsibilities. 



Lesson: Don’t Cross the Streams 
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Lesson: Segment Your Network 
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Lesson in geek speak: Segment your networks, even if only virtually, to handle different responsibilities. And harden your internal network as well as you do your external facing networks.  This is not in the PCI specs (yet).This may have been Target’s biggest failing.To make this more applicable to SQL Server DBAs, this would be the equivalent of making sure you don’t just hand out the sa password to everyone. InsteadNo login has more rights than it absolutely needsUse views and sps and keep users away from actual dataConsider different instances altogether for different purposes. Keep your HR database and your Sales database separate.
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By the way RAM scraping software that was used, BlackPOS,  is available to anyone. It’s “over the counter” so to speak, available for sale in various darker corners of the Internet along with the source code. You can get it for about USD $1800 for the barebones version, or $2300 for the full-featured version, which encrypts the data it sends back (among other things). It was written by a Ukrainian who goes by the name of AntiKiller. AntiKiller is the name of a 2002 Russian crime movie. I’d never heard of RAM scraping in general until the Target attack, but apparently it’s been a known exploit for a few years already. BlackPOS first appeared on the anti-virus company’s radars in January 2013
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Presentation Notes
A text strings in the latest incarnation of BlackPOS link to this image.Are these data breaches acts of financial terrorism, or supporting them? Check out the “Base Names” that are for sale. (American Sanctions)Are companies that don’t secure their systems essentially aiding in Terrorism then?
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Presentation Notes
The Target hackers, who appears to be from St. Petersburg, modified BlackPOS to specifically send the parts of RAM that Target’s custom written POS system uses which implies they may have gotten their hands on a unit somehow. It’s likely the malware was on the system for weeks or even months before the real gathering started, waiting until after Thanksgiving when the volume of transactions would peak. Very clever.



Lesson:  
Know What’s Running on Your Servers 
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Lesson: Know what’s running on your servers, and keep them patched. Only get updates from trusted sources. Use an auditable system for distributing patches/updates. Consider whitelisting though it appears Target may have used commercial whitelist services, and this still got on there.
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It appears the thieves did a few tests before Nov 27 to make sure things would work, and then opened the floodgates on the 27th. Those floodgates were not closed until December 15th, even though we just learned a couple of weeks ago that a security firm, a top-notch security firm that Target had been paying hundreds of thousands of dollars a year for, actually did its job and alerted Target on November 30th that something was amiss. 
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November 30th was the height of the shopping season, and there was no way Target was going to shut down its systems to track this down, so they essentially dismissed the warning. To be fair they get thousands of alerts each day, but the Security Team in Bangalore took this one seriously. The Target team in MN did not.Lesson: Pay Attention to your alerts. Try to discern the signal from the noise.Banks knew about it too but they were unwilling to start issuing credit cards in the height of the holiday shopping season.
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How did the data get out the door without violating firewall rules, or someone noticing? The way the software worked was very stealthy - it didn’t send the data from the POS systems straight to the thieves. The malware sent the data back to one of Target’s own internal servers, which dutifully saved it up, and waited. It hasn’t quite been proven yet, but it appears that periodically the data pirates would log in using their credentials and simply collect the information, sending it out via FTP or some other allowed protocol, to themselves.How was the breach finally disclosed to the public? This I think is really interesting. The banks themselves are in the business of buying stolen credit cards. They used those numbers to see what transactions pop up on the accounts, and voila there is Target on everybody’s statement. 
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The banks then issue a warning to Target, and blogger Brian Krebs, who we’ll talk about a bit later, broke the story on December 15th. It wasn’t until December 19th that Target acknowledged there was “a compromise involving certain customers.” [70 million customers, 40 million credit cards]That’s like saying the Bubonic plague affected certain Europeans.
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Brian Krebs - he’s become the go-to blog: KrebsOnSecurity.com. This guy is a fascinating story which I’ll tell more about if we have time in the end but he’s interesting enough that it was revealed last week that Sony Pictures bought the rights to make a movie about him. Could be the next Social Network.All right so now you’re a hacker in Russia and you’ve got 40 million credit cards names, numbers, expiration dates, and CVCs, and possible 70 million collateral records containing other personal information. What do you do with it?



http://rescator.so  
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Sell them. Sell them as fast as possible, in chunks of millions at a time, to resellers such as http://rescator.so At their peak price, which was the day before Target acknowledged the breach, they fetched $26.60 and $44.80, and possibly over $100 per card if you wanted the zip code specific cards. Rescator would include the zip code of the store that the card was stolen from, which allowed them to resell for a higher price.They could sell cards to someone local, which wouldn’t set off any alarms that normally go off when you try to use a card somewhere far from home.Vacation?So go with Rescator.so, they’re a value-added stolen credit card reseller.(Point out Warning)



Warning! 
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http://rescator.su  
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Sure enough, here’s one of the “knockoff” sites. Only shop for your stolen credit cards from reputable shops people.Do the math on that original $2300 investment and you can see this is very lucrative when you multiply it by 40 million cards. And I’m guessing some card resellers probably had no ethical problem with selling the same number to more than one place.
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McDumpals.me 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps you’d prefer to buy your stolen credit cards from an American company? Check out McDumpals.meCheckers to validate the cards so you can get 
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The problem is the price drops fast as the validity rate drops, and the validity rate dropped fast after Target made the official announcement and the public got busy canceling cards.One of the customers as mentioned before is the banks themselves, who routinely buy from these sites to detect fraud. That to me is fascinating, like buying your stolen bike back on Craigslist. But apparently anybody can buy, just be prepared to pay in Bitcoin, Western Union, or some other hard-to-track currency. They’re not taking your check.Once you’ve got the numbers you can try to make online purchases of large, easy to resell items like XBoxes or Gift Cards. Where to ship? Scope out houses that were empty during the day and have it shipped there “as a gift”, and pick up before owners got home.Or you can try to clone the cards if you’ve invested in a machine that makes those and try sell those, which one might try to use in a physical store. That’s a much riskier bet though and those don’t sell for nearly as much. The cards you make would be of the magstripe variety, usable only in America  as cloning the EMV cards that are used in other countries is a (theoretically almost) impossible task.  
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Presenter
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This is a screenshot of Rescator, the same shop that resold Target cards, after the Home Depot breach. Notice the “batching” of cards into “bases”. 
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What’s the difference between America’s magstripe cards and everybody else’s EMV cards? The magstripe cards were invented in the 1960s and essentially have no protection at all. The data is static, and everything you need to perform a transaction is right on there: the account number, expiration date, etc. EMV cards actually contain microprocessors that are like a black box: when the user swipes the card and enters a PIN, a function is invoked on the card itself asking if the PIN is correct. All you get back is yes/no. After a limited number of unsuccessful tries, the card can shut itself down.Two-factor authentication: something you have and something you know.EMV cards have the benefit of being the “second mover.” They were created after all of the flaws in America’s early adoption of credit cards were figured out, and they did it better. So why doesn’t America just move to EVM cards right now? Hopefully this data breach, which is just the latest in a long series of them, will push us in that direction. 
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Ironically though Target themselves piloted a program with Visa a decade ago. What they found was the new system, where users had to type in a PIN, slowed down the checkout process and lengthened the lines, requiring more lanes open and thus more staff. So they scrapped the project due to cost. They’d probably like a do-over on that decision.But it’s not just Target. EVM cards cost more to produce of course, and when you’re talking about .25/card vs. $4/card x millions of cards, the banks start to notice. Retailers would have to completely replace their terminals as well, a cost which isn’t negligible when you have tens of thousands of terminals.Sam’s Club announced 3 days ago that they’re going to issue a EMV card. When WalMart gets behind something, it usually takes hold.
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But to me those costs seem trivial compared to the $61 million that Target is now on the hook for. Don’t feel too bad though. $44 million of that was covered by insurance. But who’s really liable for what happened? Surely they should have segmented their network better, as we already mentioned. And yeah probably they should paid attention when their security vendor told them there was a problem, but who among us doesn’t ignore the occasional warning? 
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Is Target the only one to blame?  It turns out there may be a little more blame to spread around.I’d start with the American banks, in cahoots with Visa/Mastercard/Amex, who have continued to issue insecure cards and eat the costs of security breaches rather than pony up for the EMV system. That’s going to change soon though!
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Of course you can blame the 3rd party vendor for not having decent security software. Malwarebytes? Really?But it appears Office metadata, such as the domain/username and last printer may have helped the crackers get the Target credentials. Do you clear out the metadata before sharing it with your consultants? [screenshot of Office metadata]
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If you read some of the comments in the resources I provide you’ll see there’s quite a bit of vitriol reserved for Microsoft, because this custom written POS system that Target runs in the USA uses Windows XP embedded and is not as secure as other operating systems, which we will not name. Even the best sailors can’t navigate with a rowboat with holes. It’ll be very interesting to see what happens after next week, when Microsoft stops even trying to patch Windows XP. Theoretically ATMs and embedded XP systems rarely need patching, but if a major vulnerability is discovered, wouldn’t they be liable if they don’t do something about it?
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And in our own way we, you and I are also a bit liable. We enjoy the convenience of the credit card, we don’t want to wait in lines while grandma tries to remember her 4 digit PIN to validate the transaction, and we don’t complain to our lawmakers loud enough that we expect our data to be private. So we end up as taxpayers footing the bill while the Secret Service and FBI run around trying to plug holes in the poorly built dam. A dam while by the way has let 6 billion dollars worth of fraudulent transactions occur over the last few years.We are also the ones who don’t have full disk encryption on our laptops, or don’t encrypt our tempDB files, or don’t enable 2 factor authorization because “it’s a hassle”.We keep all of our client’s credentials in an unencrypted OneNote file that’s replicated in DropBox and OneDrive or worse, on a sheet of paper under our keyboard. We don’t train our users properly to be suspicious when “Bob from Human Resources” calls up to confirm their social security number. We are all at fault.



Summary (Lessons Learned)  

 Don’t be a Fazio!  
Make sure you and your vendors are secure 

 Keep abreast of the latest scams (and share!) 
 Least Privilege Principle 
 Segment Your Network (Don’t Cross the 

Streams) 
 Know What’s Running on Your Servers 
 Separate Signal from Noise, and pay 

attention to the signals 
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I do want to mention that I love Target and don’t wish them any ill will. This sort of thing is a security team’s worst nightmare and it could probably have happened to anyone. In fact it probably will until America gets its collected credit card will together. Shopping at Target right now is probably the safest place you can shop, as they’ve been hyper audited now for the last three months. It’s the stores that haven’t been caught yet that are likely more vulnerable.And I’ve been using Target as an example here, but there have been quite a few data breaches recently. But “Don’t be a Harbor Freight Tools” and “Don’t Be a Niemann Marcus” have quite the same ring to them.“Don’t Be an Adobe” sound ok though.



Resources 
 http://www.jupiterbroadcasting.com/51107/targeting-the-hvac-techsnap-148/ 
 @allanjude 
 @chrisLAS 
 https://www.cs.columbia.edu/~smb/blog/2014-02/2014-02-05.html 
 http://krebsonsecurity.com/2014/02/target-hackers-broke-in-via-hvac-company/ 
 http://www.infrasupport.com/target-get-on-the-ball-with-this-data-breach/ 
 http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB10001424052702304703804579381520736715690 
 http://h30499.www3.hp.com/t5/HP-Security-Research-Blog/An-evolution-of-BlackPOS-

malware/ba-p/6359149#.Uy9FvFeo11k 
 http://www.informationweek.com/security/attacks-and-breaches/target-breach-8-facts-on-memory-

scraping-malware/d/d-id/1113440 
 http://security.stackexchange.com/questions/46319/why-emv-cards-cannot-be-cloned 
 http://www.npr.org/blogs/alltechconsidered/2014/01/23/264910138/target-hack-a-tipping-point-in-

moving-away-from-magnetic-stripes 
 http://www.xylibox.com/2012/03/pos-carding.html 
 http://www.slideshare.net/AlertLogic/the-target-breach-anatomy-of-an-attack 
 Photograph of Henry Adams writing at desk by Marian Hooper Adams (1843–1885) 

(Massachusetts Historical Society) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons 
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